HS-LS4-5
• Evaluate the evidence supporting claims that
changes in environmental conditions may
result in (1) increases in the number of
individuals of some species, (2) the
emergence of new species over time, and (3)
the extinction of other species

IN:
1. Why do some organisms go extinct while
others thrive?
2. Give two examples of the environment
causing species to change.

• Part 2, Lecture 3
• Why do some organisms go extinct while
others thrive?

I. Effects of Environmental Change
on Populations of Species
A. Environmental change impacts populations
in the following ways:
a. Expansion of a species
b. Emergence of a new species
c. Decline of a species
d. Extinction of a species

C. Environmental changes can be anthropogenic:

a. Overharvesting (overfishing, overhunting,
deforestation)

b.
c.
d.
e.

Global climate change
Pollution and use of fertilizers
Habitat loss
Introduction of invasive species

B. Environmental changes can be
naturally occurring:

a. Droughts
b. Floods
c. Earthquakes
d. Hurricanes
e. Tornadoes

Ex: Decrease in Populations
• Deforestation
• Eutrophication of Lakes
(accumulation of fertilizers that support the
growth of algae and other organisms)
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Ex: Decrease in Populations
Poisons/Pollutants
Poisoning of Loberg Lake; killed off native stickle
back fish; opened up niche for new fish

Ex: Decrease in Populations
• Climate Change
• Population Shocks
• Drought
(food diminishes,
aquatic habitats reduced)

Ex: Decrease in Populations
• Hurricanes (destruction of mangrove
forests)

• Plate tectonics

Ex: Decrease in Populations
• Over fishing/hunting (Bycatch)
• Introduction of Invasive Species
(“Aliens in the Everglades”)

• Volcanism (Mt. St. Helens)
• Earthquakes
• Tsunamis (Thailand coast)

Ex: Increase in Populations
• Las Vegas mosquitos during the recession
(foreclosures = algae filled pools = more mosquito
habitats)

• Overabundance of bunnies on golf courses

Ex: Increase in Populations
• Rise of invasive species in new habitats
• Succession (Increase in Lymes disease;
(More trees = More deer = More ticks)
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II. Emergence of New Species
A. Species - a population of organisms that
have a similar appearance and that can
successfully interbreed (Modern Species
Concept)

B. Speciation - the evolution of a new species
from another as result of limited or blocked
gene flow

C. Speciation can be slow.
(Gradualism)
a. Takes millions of years
b. Transitional fossils (link)
should be found.
Ex: Grand Canyon squirrels

D. It can be rapid.
(Punctuated Equilibrium)
a. Takes decades
b. No transitional link
Ex: Stickleback fish in lake Loberg

Stickle Back Evolution: Example of
Punctuated Equilibrium

III. Speciation occurs because of reproductive

Speciation

isolation (when interbreeding is prevented.)
A. Reproductive isolation can occur:
a. Before fertilization (Prezygotic)
b. After fertilization (Postzygotic)
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B. Types of Pre-zygotic Isolation

d. Habitat Isolation- species live
in different parts of the same
habitat and do not mate

a. Geographic Isolation- species
cannot mate because they are
separated by a physical barrier

e. Mechanical Isolationreproductive parts do not fit
together

b. Behavioral Isolation- same species
with different mating rituals do not
mate (calls or “dance”)
c. Temporal Isolation- species breed
at different times (time of day, season,
or even different years)

Snails with
opposite shell
spirals

C. Postzygotic Isolation

Ex: Prezygotic Isolation

(after fertilization)

a. Gametes are not
compatible and fertilized
egg never completely
develops (Zygote Mortality)
b. Fully developed
organism unable to
breed. (Hybrid Sterility)
Zonkey –
zebra/donkey

Jaglion – jaguar/lion

Male tiger
(Panthera
tigris) and a
female lion
(Panthera leo)

IV. Methods of Speciation – different ways
speciation occurs in nature
A. Allopatric – when a population is
isolated into two or more groups because
of some kind of physical barrier

Offspring have
delicate health

Male lion
(Panthera
leo) and a
female
tiger,
(Panthera
tigris).
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Ex: Allopatric Speciation: Geographic Separation
of the Grand Canyon
* Harris antelope squirrel (A.harrisi) inhabits the south rim (left). A
few miles away, on the north rim (right,) lives the closely related
white-tailed antelope squirrel (A.leucurus).
* Another example is the Tassel-eared quirrel, where Abert's Squirrel
(S. aberti) lives on the south rim and the Kaibab squirrel (S. aberti
kaibabensis) lives on the north rim.

B. Sympatric – occurs when two
subpopulations become reproductively
isolated, but have no physical barriers
between them (overlapping/not geographically isolated)

Ex: Allopatric Speciation
Snapping Shrimp in Central America (6 species)

Ex. Sympatric Speciation: Apple Maggot Flies –
• One fly infects hawthorn trees and the other fly infects
the apple trees
• Breed on the fruit they were born on; therefore, have
become two different species
• Gene flow is reduced between flies that feed on
different apples, even though they both live in
the same geographic area.

apple maggot flies

Ex: Sympatric Speciation

apples

Two Main
Modes
ofSpeciation.

Allopatric Speciation

Lake Apoyeque, a crater lake in Nicaragua, is
1800 years old, but genetic evidence indicates that
the lake was populated only 100 years ago by a
single population of cichlid fish. Two populations
with distinct body structure and diets now exist in
the lake. Scientists believe these populations may
be in an early stage of speciation.

hawthorns

A population forms a
new species while
geographically isolated
from its parent population.

Sympatric Speciation

A subset of a population
forms a new species
without geographic
separation.
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Ex: Coevolution

V. Types of Evolution
A. Coevolution - occurs when two different
species that live close, evolve together; have
adaptations due to each other’s influence

Garter
Snake

Resistance to the toxin.
Prey on the newt.

Rough Skinned Newt

Ex: Coevolution

Rough-skinned newt
produces potent toxin. On a
dare, a man swallowed this
newt…. died a few hours
later.]

Ex: Coevolution

Moth uses

Yucca plant cannot be pollinate
tentacles to carry
without the help of the Yucca moth.clumps of pollen
to a different
plant. Moth lays
her eggs in the
flower. Flower
produces seeds
& fruit for the
moth caterpillars
to eat. The Yucca
moth is the only
pollinator of the
yucca plants.
Neither survives
without the other.

B. Divergent Evolution
a. When related species develop new structures as
they adapt to different environments
b. A single ancestor diversifies into several different
species that fit a variety of habitats.
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C. Convergent Evolution - when unrelated
species develop similar structures in
similar environments
Sugar Gliders and Flying
squirrels both adapted to
living in tall trees.

VI. Extinction (disappearance of a species)
A. Occurs when …
a. Environmental conditions
change too rapidly.
b. A species is out competed.
c. Specialization restricts a
lifestyle and conditions change.

B. Mass Extinction
a. Widespread and
rapid decrease in
biodiversity on Earth.
(50-95% of species go

extinct in a short time
period; been 5 so far)

b. Identified by a sharp
change in diversity
and abundance of life.
c. The rate of
extinction increases
over the rate of
speciation

6th Mass Extinction: You decide!

Speciation Flow Chart
• This species of flies like to mate on
different types of fruit. What type of
speciation is this?
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OUT:

Speciation Diagram

• Take out your cell phone. Find an
example (not used in class) of each
type of evolution:
• Coevolution
• Divergent Evolution
• Convergent Evolution

MADE UP
CREATURE
(Can not be
one you find
on-line)

• MODE: Which type?
• EXPLANATION: Explain type of speciation

Go Over student OUTs and
Speciation Diagrams

STOP

HS-LS2-8
• Behavior, Learning & Natural Selection
• Evaluate evidence for the role of group
behavior on individuals and species’
chances to survive and reproduce
• What are the benefits of being social?
Why do birds of a feather flock together?

Behavior, Learning and Natural Selection
I. Animal Behavior
A. = the ways animals interact
with each other, with other
organisms, and with the
environment
B. Two types exist in animal
species (including humans)
a. Innate behavior is
instinctual and genetic.
b. Learned behavior must be
directly taught or learned
from experience.
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D.Parental Care – ensures survival of young;

II. Types of Behavior

nursing and holding

A. Foraging – searching for food
B. Courtship – selecting a mate
C. Reproductive – mating

E. Offensive/Defensive –

F. Territorial – protecting resources;
scenting and fighting.

G. Migratory – moving location with seasons
H. Communication

aggression, hiding, fighting.

a. Vocal – barking, growls, snorts, hoots, howls, etc.
Click on video.
b. Non-vocal signaling –
body, ear, head,tail position;
showing teeth etc.

Ring-tailed lemurs hold
their tails high in the air
during territorial scent
marking. They also
engage in "stink fights"
with intruding males.

III. Types of Learning

B. Habituation – organism ignores a frequent,

A. Imprinting = an organism
`

recognizes another organism
as a parent or object of trust
a. Occurs when organisms
are young and vulnerable
b. Cannot be unlearned
c. Can be instinctual
or learned

harmless stimulus after repeated presentations
and are

Dogs can
learn to
habituate to
water.
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C. Conditioning = a
response becomes
more frequent
as a result of reinforcement
with a reward
D. Two Types
a. Classical Conditioning =
organism associates unrelated
response with a stimulus
Ex: Pavlov’s Dogs :
Ringing bell stimulates
salivating even
without food

Example of Classical Conditioning

b. Operant Conditioning– learning to behave a
certain way through trial and error
EX: Skinner Box (B.F. Skinner): Rat learns that pressing
a lever results in getting a treat.

Operant Conditioning with Chocolate

IV. Individual vs. Group Behavior
A. Individual Behavior (Asocial) – without the
help of others; Less common
Bears are solitary by nature, except
EX: Bears
when in family groups of mothers
and cubs or in pairs during the
mating season.

Koalas are
asocial animals
and spend just 15
minutes a day on
social behaviors.
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B. Group Behavior (Social)= interactions among
individuals within the same species that are usually
beneficial to other individuals

b. Adaptive Behavior- increases the individual’s or
groups ability to survive and reproduce
Male elephant seals will fight to
defend their harems from rival males.
Note the pink scaring on the neck of
the dominant male.

Some Examples:
youBehavior
jump into=aputting
swimming
pool
to save
a. Would
Altruistic
oneself
at risk
a drowning
to savefriend?
others
The “warning call” given by
ground squirrels and prairie
dogs delays their opportunity
to flee safely and attracts the
attention of the predator.

c. Reciprocity - sharing resources in order to have
the favor returned

Vampire Bats

Feed each other by regurgitating
blood. Feed on blood only. Die
after 70 hours of not eating. Bats
who have behaved altruistically
in the past are helped by others
in the future.

Lamprologus callipterus

Males are much larger than females.
Males collect empty snail shells for the
females to breed in. So, males have to be
large and strong enough to transport
shells, while females have to be small
enough to fit in the shells

chimpanzees work
together with closely
related kin to protect
their territory.

C. Group behavior has evolved because
membership can increase the chances of
survival for individuals and their genetic
relatives.

Primate grooming induces
higher chance of attending
to each other's calls for
aid.

V. Types of Group Behaviors
A. Herding Behavior
a. Individuals act together to reduce risk to
themselves by moving toward the center of the
group.
b. The group seems to move together but are
trying to protect themselves.

c. Examples :
1. Schooling = Fish
swimming in same
direction for
social reasons
2. Swarming =
Insects clumping
together
3. Flocking =
Birds grouping
together
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B. Migration – groups move long distances
for food, climate, or reproduction; ensures gene
flow and survival.

C. Cooperative Hunting animals working together
a. Divides labor
b. Role specialization
c. Smaller animals can take
down large prey

Bewick's swan migration

VI. Positive Outcomes of Group Behavior
A. Enhanced Foraging
a. The larger the group
the faster food can
be found.
b. Increases total catch
c. Protects kill from
scavengers

C. Anti-predator Advantage
a. Assist prey to survive struggle with predator
b. Large group confuses and startles predator
c. Individuals scan for predators and give group more
time for feeding.
d. “Safety in numbers;” predator less likely to attack a larger
group

B. Increased Locomotion
a. In water, animals moving together save
energy, reduce friction, and require less effort.
b. Birds use updraft of previous bird to stay aloft

VII. Plant Behavior
A. Tropism = Growth/movement of
plant in response to a stimulus
a. Positive Stimulus-move
toward stimulus
b. Negative Stimulus-move
away from stimulus
B. Types of Tropisms
a. Phototropism = response to
light
1. Leaves - move to light
(positive response)
2. Roots – move away from light
(negative response)
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C. Geotropism (Gravitropism)- response to gravity
a. Roots-positive response
b. Stems and leaves-negative response

D. Other Tropisms
a. Water
b. Touch

Team ORCA: Deep Water

Lions Hunting Buffalo

Team ORCA: On the Beach

Dolphin Cooperative Hunt
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LL99pufzHjo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kL_3J34NSrY
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